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Chapter 601 The Position Of Lisa 

Lisa called Jay's name, but there was no response. She had to lie in bed dejectedly. Fortunately, she had 

just received Jay's answer, and could only expect him to save her. 

On the other side of the phone, Jay hung up on Lisa and dialed another number. He could help her, but 

it was better to ask another person to help. 

After walking out of the Gu family's old house, Harley stood alone by the car, with a dark face and 

dissatisfaction in his heart. 

Listening to Ken's words just now, Harley knew that this matter had to be handled by Kerr. 

It seemed that this matter was not that simple. 

"Let's wait a little longer. I think we'll get a result soon." Ken stood beside her, took out a cigarette from 

his pocket and handed it to Harley. 

In fact, Ken knew that Harley didn't smoke, but when Harley was upset, Ken didn't know how to comfort 

him. 

Raising his head, Harley looked at Ken. When he was about to reach out for the cigarette in Ken's hand, 

his phone rang in his pocket. He saw a strange special number on it. 

At first, he thought it was a crank call. But when he was about to hang up, Ken stopped him. 

"Pick it up first and see who it is." Ken said indifferently. Looking at the number on the phone, he felt a 

little familiar. 

Taking a look at Ken, Harley picked up the phone and put it near his ear, "Who is it?" 

"Do you want to know where Lisa is?" Jay had used a voice changer on the other end of the phone, so 

Harley couldn't recognize the person on the other end of the phone. 

"Who are you?" Harley didn't expect that the person on the other end of the phone would suddenly 

mention Lisa. He took a meaningful look at Ken beside him. 

Ken took out his laptop from the car and began to look for the source of the phone call. 

"You don't need to know who I am. You ju 

t he could bring Lisa back, he was in high spirits. 

At that time, whatever Jay wanted would be a piece of cake for Harley. 

"I haven't thought of it yet. When I know what I want in the future, don't forget your promise today." 

With an unfathomable look, Jay hung up the phone after getting a positive answer from Harley. 

Jay sent the location of Lisa to Harley, and then began to break the protection system of Lisa's place. It 

was not so difficult. 



Gradually, Jay figured it out. Callie should have known it earlier than he did. Moreover, she knew more 

about Lisa in the Xue family. 

Jay found the network signal of Callie and clicked the connect button. 

Soon, Callie's face appeared on the screen of the computer. 

"Callie, I have something to ask you. I just received a network code, which is very similar to your 

encrypted habit. After I cracked it, the code is the location of your aunt. 

You prepared the code for me, didn't you?" Jay's tone was full of certainty. He had basically confirmed 

this matter, but he did not understand why. 

As expected, after hearing Jay's words, Callie's little face was a little embarrassed. 

Callie looked around and fixed her eyes on the door. 

Chapter 602 A Tough Girl 

It seemed that she was worried about being found out what she was doing. 

"What are you doing?" Noticing that Callie was careful, Jay couldn't help asking. 

Callie glared at Jay. Although there was a screen between them, she forgave Jay when she thought that 

he had taken the blame for her. 

"I sent it to you. I know what the code meant. I want to save aunt Lisa, but I can't do it myself. 

Otherwise, daddy will be angry if he knows it." 

It seemed that Callie made a perfect excuse. 

"So you mean you want me to save aunt Lisa? Aren't you afraid that uncle Ben will be angry with me?" 

Jay was speechless. 

It was not until now that he realized that he had taken the blame for Callie. Just now, Jay had unlocked 

the password of Lisa's location through remote control, and Harley should be on the way. 

Lisa would be saved soon. 

Perhaps it was because Ben was too confident in his own system that he didn't arrange anyone to guard 

by Lisa's side. However, if it weren't for them, Lisa wouldn't be able to escape from them for the rest of 

her life. 

"If it was you, daddy wouldn't be so angry. Didn't you often say that you were a man? If you don't stand 

out at this time, how long will you prove it to me?" 

What Callie said was reasonable. From the day she knew Jay, he had said that he would protect her well, 

and she had kept it in mind. 

Jay finally fulfilled his promise. 

"You are right." Looking at the proud look on Callie's face, Jay was speechless. This little girl was getting 

more and more difficult to deal with. 



"Then how do you know why I can unlock that password?" Jay had seen the password and had to admit 

that in fact, Ben's design was very ingenious. 

Many things were beyond Jay's expectation. 

"It took me so long to crack t 

's heart. 

She didn't want to accept others, so she didn't agree to go on a blind date. That was why she was locked 

up here because she went against Ben's will. 

Although Ben didn't abuse her, she was also very sad and couldn't get in touch with the outside world. 

In fact, she had been worried that Ben would do something to Harley, but now seeing that Harley was 

fine, there was nothing at all. It seemed that she was the only fool who was sad in the world. 

"Do you think I'm stupid? When I appeared, you were by my side. It doesn't matter to you that I 

disappeared, as if you just lost an insignificant person." 

Lisa asked. 

The little discomfort in her heart had never disappeared. 

Hearing Lisa's voice, Harley was stunned. He let go of her arm and held her shoulder. Then he saw the 

tears on her face. 

It was the first time that he had seen her crying, which really shocked him. 

"Lisa, don't cry. I admit that it's my fault that I didn't find you in time. I should have found you back in 

time when you just disappeared and stayed with me. 

No matter who stops us, no one can separate us." The longer he separated from Lisa, the more 

determined he was. 

Chapter 603 Put Me Down 

It made Harley more determined that the person who would be with him in the future would be Lisa. 

"Lisa, you don't know that my heart is broken when I see you cry. I don't want to see your tears. I want 

to be with you well." Harley said seriously. 

But his hand, which was about to reach out to Lisa, was directly knocked off by her. 

"I don't want your fake kindness. If you don't show up when I need you most, I don't need you in the 

future." After saying that, Lisa turned around and was about to go back to the villa. 

It seemed that the moment Lisa saw Harley, she didn't want to be apart from him anymore. 

In fact, she was happy to see that Harley was fine. But when she saw that he was safe and didn't come 

to save her in time, she felt even more disappointed. 

"Lisa, since I have found you this time, I will never let go of you. Lisa, whether you want it or not, I will 

marry you this time." As he spoke, he stretched out his hand and grasped the wrist of Lisa. 



Then he carried Lisa on his shoulder. 

He turned around and walked towards the helicopter. 

"Harley, put me down!" Lisa patted on his back. She had to admit that what he said just now really 

moved her, but if he wanted her forgiveness... 

She was afraid that he would have to take more effort. 

It was not until he sent Lisa to the helicopter that he breathed a sigh of relief. Looking at the stubborn 

Lisa, he smiled faintly and didn't care at all. 

As long as Lisa belonged to him, he didn't care about the process. 

"Lisa!" Harley was about to say something, but was interrupted Lisa. 

"Shut up. I don't want to talk to you now. I warn you, Harley. I'll keep this in my mind. If you dare to get 

close to me, I'll teach you a lesson." 

Lisa warned him. Even if she had to forgive hi 

on on Harley's face and said, "I'm going to the Gu family. We are not on the same way." 

In fact, Ken knew that there was a misunderstanding between Harley and Lisa and that it would take 

some time to explain. 

If they missed this opportunity, the conflict between them would only get deeper and deeper. 

Hearing Ken's words, Lisa's eyes lit up. Then she opened the door of front passenger seat and sat on it. 

"Well, I'm going to the Gu family too. 

Let's go together." 

Lisa's face was full of joy. 

Although she know that Kerr may not welcome her very much, for the sake of Harley, Kerr will not drive 

her away, not to mention that she has Nicole backing her up. 

Lisa was not worried that she was homeless and penniless now. 

Seeing Lisa get in Ken's car, Harley was anxious. He walked quickly to Ken's car and wanted to open the 

door, but he found that the door was locked by Lisa first. 

"Where are you going?" Harley frowned. No matter how angry Lisa was, she could vent it on himself. But 

he didn't want her to leave him again. 

"It's none of your business!" Lisa refused his concern and said to Ken, "Let's go, Mr. Ken." There was 

obvious anger in Lisa's tone. 

Chapter 604 Taking Lisa In 

Hearing the conversation between Lisa and Harley, Ken felt helpless for the latter. It seemed not easy to 

win the heart of this lady. 



So he said to Harley lightly, "See you at Kerr's house." After saying that, Ken started the car and drove 

away. He was driving a limited edition sports car of Maybach. 

There was only room for himself and Lisa. 

"Lisa" Looking at the back of Ken, Harley called out the name of Lisa, but the car just gradually 

disappeared from his sight. 

With a remorseful look on her face, Harley thought, 'If I had known it earlier, I would have brought Lisa 

to their wedding directly as I did when I took her to the plane.' 

At that time, Harley didn't know that their wedding was still a thousand miles away. 

Sitting in the car, Harley could only drive towards the Gu family. 

When Harley's car stopped at the gate of the Gu family's old house, the sky was completely bright. 

Seeing Ken's Maybach, Harley walked into the house without hesitation. 

As soon as he arrived at the living room, he felt that the atmosphere had become very subtle. 

"Nicole, it's not easy for me to get out. I'm homeless now. You must take me in." Lisa sat beside Nicole 

and saw Kerr's face darkened. 

But she said it without fear. 

She knew that Nicole would not refuse her. 

Hearing the footsteps behind her, Lisa could know that it was Harley who came without looking back. 

She though it was strange, for there are people like an integral part of her life. 

Even if they didn't say anything, she could feel their existence. 

"No way!" Before Nicole could say anything, Kerr refused her seriously. 

Kerr knew what was on Lisa's mind. Finally having an opportunity to stay with Nicole alone. he didn't 

want to be disturbed by this unexpected visitor. 

Besides, Harley could t 

ind!" Lisa pushed Harley away in disgust. 

Looking at the frolic between Harley and Lisa, Nicole stopped worrying about the relationship between 

the two, with a smile at the corners of her mouth. 

"Do I need to prepare one for you?" Nicole asked Ken, who had been silent all the time. Nicole felt a 

little strange when she saw that Lisa appeared with him. 

In fact, they all knew that Ken had changed a lot. He used to be the focus, but now he became silent. 

Ken shook his head and said, "I have something else to do. I'm leaving now." After saying that, Ken left 

the Gu's house. 

Looking at the back of Ken, Nicole felt pity. 



"He knows what he wants." Kerr comforted Nicole. They didn't do anything wrong. It was not what they 

expected. 

They just hoped that Ken could adjust himself. 

Nicole nodded. Hearing the sweet voice of Harley talking to Lisa, she couldn't stand it anymore. She held 

Kerr's hand and walked towards the dining room. 

"If you don't need breakfast, you can have a rest. Uncle Gu will prepare a room for you." Nicole said 

calmly, exuding an air of hostess. 

At this time, there were only Kerr and Nicole in the Gu's house. Jack and Freya had accepted Nicole. 

Chapter 605 I Cant Help You 

Therefore, Nicole naturally took over the Gu family. 

"I want to have breakfast." Lisa took the initiative to follow Nicole, but she couldn't get rid of Harley. 

Therefore, in the following days, the same thing repeatedly happened in the Gu family's old house. 

After Lisa woke up, she grabbed Nicole's tightly and didn't let go, but Harley wanted to stick to Lisa, so 

the two of them chase and hide from each other everyday. The Gu family was so big... 

and Nicole was also helpless. 

Today, Freya's hand injury needed to be examined by Harley. Kerr also went to the hospital with Harley. 

Only then did Nicole and Lisa feel relieved. 

"Lisa, in fact, you don't hate Harley so much. You can't leave him in your heart. Why do you hide from 

him? If you always treat him so coldly, aren't you afraid of scaring him away?" 

Nicole asked Lisa. 

Lisa sighed and shook her head at Nicole. "You don't know that I have done a lot of things for Harley. 

When I was in Xue family, my brother forced me to go on blind dates every day. 

If it weren't for the insistence in my heart, I'm afraid I wouldn't have been able to hold on for a long 

time." Lisa said in a disappointed tone. 

Harley didn't even know that when she was suffering, so she wanted him to experience what she had 

suffered before. 

"You like Harley, and he loves you too. Now you can see him everyday. You must be very happy, right?" 

There was an obvious smile on Nicole's face. 

She knew this kind of feeling. 

Hearing Nicole's words, Lisa snickered. 

"Then why don't you go to the Su family with Harley? In this way, your marriage can be settled as soon 

as possible. I believe that Mr. Ben will not object anymore." 

Nicole asked, fishing. In fact, she also wanted to know what kind of background Xue family had. 



"Nicole, you don't kno 

d aunt?" On the contrary, Callie really wanted to see Nicole, and also wanted to see the happy look of 

Lisa. When Lisa was locked up at home by Ben, she was always depressed. 

That was why Callie wanted to help her escape. 

Ben remained silent. 

After hanging up the phone, Kerr looked at Harley beside him and said, "Maybe Ben will arrive soon. If 

you really want to marry Lisa, you should be prepared." 

Kerr reminded him. 

Harley nodded. "I need to go back to the Su family." After saying that, Harley didn't go back to the Gu 

family's old house with Kerr. 

"You're back. How's dad and mom?" Seeing Kerr come in from the door, Nicole asked with a smile, 

because Jack had always been in poor health. 

Although Freya's condition was stable, she could still stay in the hospital and wait for more professional 

care, so they all chose to stay in the hospital to recuperate. 

Kerr walked to Nicole, held her shoulder and kissed her on the forehead. 

"Ahem!" Lisa sat on the sofa and deliberately coughed, "I'm still here." Lisa reminded Kerr to pay 

attention to his behavior. 

But she didn't expect Kerr to be more arrogant. 

Holding Nicole in his arms, he kissed her lips without hesitation. 

Chapter 606 Well Thought Out 

Kerr didn't care who was there. In Kerr's mind, Nicole was his legal wife and he didn't need to dodge or 

worry about anything. 

Feeling Kerr's overbearing, Nicole knew that he did it on purpose, but she felt helpless in her heart. She 

wanted to avoid him, but her waist was held in his arms. 

She was forced to get close to him. 

Noticing Kerr's intention, Lisa stood up from the sofa and walked to them and stared at them seriously. 

She had no intention of dodging. 

And she didn't even feel shame at all. 

Although Nicole's eyes were closed, she could feel Lisa's gaze, which made her feel a little 

uncomfortable. 

Nicole stretched out her hand and tried to push Kerr away. This time, Kerr didn't force Nicole anymore 

and let go of her naturally. He then looked at her gently. 



"Why did you come back so early?" Nicole found an excuse to distract their attention. She didn't want 

Lisa and Kerr to fix their attention to the kiss. 

"Since the one who was staring at us didn't feel shy at all, why are you so shy?" Kerr smiled faintly with 

obvious tenderness in his eyes. Although he said it to Nicole, he was actually satirizing Lisa. 

Hearing this, Nicole couldn't help glaring at Kerr, and then turned to look at Lisa. 

She didn't want Lisa to have any other thoughts. Since she had decided to let Lisa stay here, so she 

would be responsible for Lisa. 

"Lisa..." As soon as Nicole opened her mouth, she was interrupted by Lisa. 

But Lisa said those words to Kerr. 

"Kerr, you have to be responsible for what you said today. Believe it or not, you will regret for what you 

said today sooner or later." Lisa threatened Kerr. 

She seemed to be well prepared. 

Nicole was a little curious. She d 

ind date. 

Why didn't I see that you are such a hypocritical person before? Let me tell you something. You can't 

fool me! Don't you have the ability to go on a blind date? 

Then you'd better go on a blind date. You'd better not appear in front of me all your life! If I saw you, I 

will kill you." Lisa's voice was full of anger. 

After saying that, she directly hung up the phone and turned it off, leaving no chance for Harley to speak 

or explain. 

Lisa sat on the sofa in a daze, burying her little face in her knees, and her shoulders trembled slightly. 

In fact, she had a crush on Harley. She was not a woman who would open her heart casually, but once 

she did, she would stick to it very seriously. 

Standing at the door of Lisa's room, Nicole clearly heard her roar. She was a little worried and was about 

to raise her hand to persuade Lisa. 

But she was stopped by Kerr behind her. 

Holding Nicole's shoulder, Kerr took her back to their room. 

"It's impossible for Harley to go on a blind date, isn't it?" Nicole asked Kerr seriously. 

Although she didn't know Harley that well, she knew that he was not heartless man. 

Chapter 607 Cling To You 

"You know that Harley can't do those things, but Lisa doesn't know. Do you think Lisa is not the right one 

for Harley?" Kerr gloated. 



In fact, Kerr knew that there was no such thing as whether they were the right one for each other in the 

world. If they were really in love, they could overcome everything. 

Love was not that complicated at all. 

Nicole frowned and couldn't figure out Kerr's purpose. "So you mean you want Lisa to be so angry on 

purpose? And create an opportunity for the two of them to be together?" 

Perhaps in this way, it would save Harley a lot of trouble to win Lisa back, so that Lisa could know how 

important Harley was in her heart. 

Only in this way could they be together better. 

"Isn't it? There is another reason." Kerr stretched out his hand and pulled Nicole to sit on his laps. "If 

Harley can take Lisa away, she won't bother you here." 

Kerr didn't want Lisa to stick with Nicole. Jay and Lucas had already distracted most of Nicole's attention, 

so Kerr didn't want another Lisa to add fuel to fire. 

"So you did it for yourself!" Nicole knew that Kerr was a possessive man. It was his limit to tolerate Lisa 

till now. 

In fact, Nicole didn't hate Lisa. She just had some strange dreams when she was with Lisa. Sometimes, 

she talked about the Xue family with Lisa by accident during the day. 

When she went to bed at night, she dreamed of that scene, which made her feel so familiar, as if it really 

existed in her life. 

"Do you want her to stay here forever?" 

Kerr said calmly. 

Nicole didn't refute, because she knew that what Kerr did would definitely have a different effect, and 

that result might be what they had been looking forward to. 

Hearing Kerr's words, she felt that 

rry. It's just a meal. There won't be any problem." Kerr said calmly and didn't care about Lisa at all. 

Nicole was a little helpless. She knew that it would take some time for Lisa to calm down, so she didn't 

disturb her. 

In the middle of the night. 

Nicole, who was sleeping, was suddenly awakened by the sound of thunder. 

When she opened her eyes, she saw the heavy rain just arrived. 

Sitting up, Nicole was a little worried about Lucas. She didn't know if the wind and rain outside would 

wake him up, but before she could do anything, she was held in the arms of Kerr. 

"Don't be afraid. I'm here." Kerr naturally held her in his arms and gently patted her back to prevent the 

wind and rain from disturbing her rest. 



In Kerr's view, no matter what happened outside, he would never change his love towards Nicole. 

"I'm not afraid. You're here. I'm not afraid of anything. I'm just a little worried about Lucas. I'll go to see 

him first." Nicole comforted Kerr. 

Seeing Kerr subconsciously protecting her, Nicole felt how much he cared about her. Although he hadn't 

opened their eyes, he could still perceive her movements all the time. 

Chapter 608 Insignificant Things 

"I'll go with you." As Kerr spoke, he sat up and opened his sleepy eyes. Looking out of the window at the 

lightning and thunder, he frowned slightly. 

It was sunny in the daytime, but now it was like this. 

Nicole wanted Kerr to have a good rest, but she knew that he wouldn't let her go out alone, so she had 

to hold Kerr's hand and walk towards Lucas's room. 

When Nicole stood beside Lucas and saw him still sleeping soundly, she couldn't help laughing. She 

didn't expect this little guy to be so bold. 

"I don't know if there will be such a big storm in Jay's place." In Nicole's mind, Jay was as important as 

Lucas. She was always worried about Jay's safety. 

But she was forcing herself to let go. 

"He has grown up. He will know how to take care of himself. If you really miss him, I will let him come 

back." Kerr said lightly. 

Nicole shook her head. "I know that's what he wants, so I won't stop him. He will come back after he 

finishes what he does. 

By the way, Lisa told me that it was Jay who released her." Nicole felt proud of Jay. 

Kerr was not surprised at all, but his doubts were solved. 

Nicole turned around, held Kerr's hand and was about to go back to their room, but when she passed by 

Lisa's room, she heard a low cry from inside. 

Nicole looked curiously at Kerr beside her, but she also knew that Lisa was so sad because of Kerr's 

words, so she couldn't help but feel a little sorry for her. 

"You can go back and have a rest. I'll go to see Lisa. Anyway, she is going to marry Harrow. If she really 

feels sad because of these trivial things, we should be responsible for it." 

Nicole tried to persuade Kerr. 

Obviously, Kerr didn't want her to do that 

felt lucky. In this way, it might save a lot of trouble for Harley. 

So she couldn't wait to tell the news to Lisa. 



"But I want to go home." Hearing this, Lisa was calm, as if she didn't want to stay here at all, as if she 

had lost all the reason to stay here. 

"Why? Is it because of Harley?" Nicole asked knowingly, but gave a look at Harrow next to her, 

indicating her to call Harley. 

Having understood what Nicole meant, Harrow hesitated. After all, she loved Harley. 

Nicole also knew what Harrow was thinking, but she believed that forced love would not have happiness 

in the future. 

Nicole then picked up her phone. When she was about to call Harley, she heard footsteps behind her. 

She turned around and saw Harley appear at the door. 

"Are you telepathic?" Nicole stood up and left Lisa's room, leaving them alone. 

Seeing Harley, Lisa immediately turned around, with red eyes. She didn't want to face him. 

"Lisa, I know you are angry, but please believe that I really want to be with you. I didn't go on a blind 

date. I went home to tell my parents that I want to marry you." 

Harley walked to Lisa. 

Chapter 609 A Special Badge 

Then Harley knelt down on one knee and raised the diamond ring in his hand to Lisa. 

"Lisa, I know that Kerr said that for our own good, but I can't wait any longer. I only know that the 

person I love is you. I want you to stay with me for the rest of my life. 

I know you like me, so please stay with me all your life. You are the only person I love." Harley couldn't 

be as calm as Kerr. 

After thinking for a whole night, he compromised and admitted defeat. Perhaps in his world, he was 

blind and irrational when he was in love. 

Looking at the serious look on his face, Lisa didn't want to experience the pain of last night either. She 

stretched out her hands and held his neck. 

"Harley, don't leave me alone." Lisa's voice was choked with sobs. 

Harley nodded seriously. 

Looking at the happy embrace of the two, Nicole smiled faintly. 

She turned around and told the kitchen to prepare breakfast. She didn't ask them to come down 

together until the breakfast was ready. 

Sitting at the table, Lisa smiled again. 

"Nicole, did my brother say anything else when he called?" Lisa felt that there was something wrong 

with Ben. It didn't seem to be something that he could do. 

Lisa knew what kind of person Ben was best. 



He wouldn't compromise so easily. 

Let alone something related to principles. 

Nicole thought about it carefully and shook her head, "He just said calmly that you can stay here." Nicole 

didn't know Ben well, so she didn't feel anything unusual. 

Lisa frowned, picked up the phone and dialed Callie's number, but it was not connected. 

"Something happened." Lisa said lightly. "I know that the reason why I could get out of there was not 

only because of Jay, but also because of Callie. 

, but his seal was very special. In addition to his name, there was also a very unique badge. Looking at 

the pattern on it, Nicole felt more familiar. 

She knew she must have seen him somewhere. 

"Nicole? What's wrong with you?" Kerr looked at Nicole frowning. It was obvious that Nicole had a 

secret in her heart that he didn't know. 

Hearing Kerr's words, Nicole raised her head and looked into His eyes. She shook her head slightly, but 

felt dizzy. Kerr in front of her became blurred in her sight. 

Her legs became weak, and she obviously felt her body falling. Before she completely lost consciousness, 

she heard Kerr anxiously calling her name. 

She really wanted to respond to him, but no matter how hard she tried, she couldn't open her eyes. 

"Nicole!" Kerr looked at Nicole in surprise. He didn't expect that she would faint in front of him. 

Reaching out his hand, he held her in his arms and gently shook her body. "Nicole! Wake up!" He didn't 

know why she fainted. 

"Harley!" Kerr carried Nicole in his arms and went downstairs. Fortunately, Harley was at Gu family's 

house. 

Harley was sitting on the sofa in the living room. 

Chapter 610 Its A Long Story 

Hearing Kerr's anxious voice, Harley knew something must have happened. 

he stood up and saw Kerr appear in front of him with Nicole in his arms. 

"What's wrong?" Harley went to check on Nicole, but found that her breathing and vital signs were all 

normal. "Send her to the hospital." 

It was not easy for Harley to come to a conclusion at once. After all, it was impossible for him to give her 

a general check-up for in here. 

Kerr took a look at Harley and sent Nicole to the hospital. 

"Rachel!" Lisa called out Rachel's name subconsciously, looking worried. 



Harley didn't notice the way Lisa addressed Nicole, but Kerr did. 

In the hospital. 

After a careful examination for Nicole, Harley frowned and stood beside Kerr. "It's not clear yet. Her 

physical examination report shows that everything is normal, but she is still in a coma. 

I guess it was because of psychological factors. What happened before she fainted?" Asked Harley. No 

matter how healthy Nicole's body showed, Kerr couldn't rest assured as long as she didn't wake up. 

Hearing that, Kerr recalled what had happened just now. Nicole just looked at the contract. 

Turning around, Kerr fixed his eyes on Lisa, who was beside Harley. 

"What did you call Nicole?" Kerr knew that Nicole's sudden faint might have something to do with the 

Xue family. 

After all, Nicole had been contacting Xue family recently. 

Lisa looked at Nicole worriedly. Hearing Kerr's words, Lisa realized that she had made a slip of the 

tongue. But since things had come to this, she didn't want to hide it at all. 

"Rachel, Nicole is not Nicole at all. Her surname is Ning. She is the daughter of the Xue family, Rachel 

Xue." Lisa said firmly. 

Although Lisa's tone was very calm, it shocked Kerr and Harley. 

when she found Nicole... 

She wanted to tell Nicole everything that had happened before, but Ben didn't allow it. He was worried 

that Nicole would be stimulated and couldn't accept this result. 

Nicole nodded, "I remember. Where is my brother?" Nicole suddenly wanted to see Ben. 

When she saw Ben before, she felt that he was somewhat familiar, and every time Ben was with her, he 

was so gentle and kind. 

But at that time, Nicole deliberately distanced herself from Ben for the sake of Kerr. 

Now that Nicole thought of everything and felt guilty, she hoped that there was still a chance to make it 

up. 

"I'll call my brother. Even if he wants to take me back, I have to tell him the good news." As Lisa spoke, 

she wiped the tears on her face and walked outside. 

Before Lisa went out, Harley held her in his arms and said, "Don't worry. I won't let him take you back." 

Said Harley firmly. 

It was not easy for him to get the approval of Lisa, so he didn't want the bride to run away. 

He then followed Lisa out of the ward, as he didn't want to leave her for even a second. 

Looking at the excited Lisa, there were obvious tears in the corners of Nicole's eyes. 



 


